DO YOU
WISH

YOU COULD HAVE
THE KIND OF
CONVERSATIONS

More

than ever,

THAT WOULD BRING
OUT THE BEST

conversations

IN THOSE AROUND YOU?

organisations need leaders who can influence and
encourage the people around them.. Knowing how to
listen, provide feedback, and coach are all essential
elements powerful conversations
The ability to have powerful conversations
is an essential foundation for all who want to lead
and manage others. This one-day workshop will equip
you with some of the practical skills needed to bring
out the best in others.

powerful
two-day

contact
australian college of ministires
Head office (02) 8719 2606
National 1800 672 692
info@acom.edu.au		 www.acom.edu.au

Benefits of
Attending

Participants will learn skills that contribute to
having the powerful conversations to promote
personal awareness, situational understanding,
personal development and behavioural change. This
one-day workshop will equip you to:
◊

listen effectively and provide
difficult feedback

◊

ask insightful questions to help create a
learning dialogue

◊

understand hidden issues that may drive the
behaviour of others

◊

coach skillfully to bring about
transformational change

◊

be aware of your own biases when engaging
in difficult conversation

◊

avoid misunderstanding and defuse
high emotion

◊

identify traps to thinking that impair the
process of leadership discernment

◊

improve your confidence and ability to
respond constructively to conflict in the
face of strong emotion

a two-day interactive workshop

workshop format

ACOM workshops are engaging, interactive learning
experiences. Featuring a balance of presentation,
discussion, role-play and problem-based learning our
learning approach is not just enjoyable, but helps
you learn and apply the key principles of effective,
powerful conversations.

the workshop is led by the following facilitators:
		Murray
		Stephen
		Bingham
		Healey
		has over 20 years experience leading,
		
building and managing teams. He 		
		uses a collaborative approach,
empowering teams to complete their tasks and by
mentoring future team leaders. Murray has worked
for numerous government agencies in the delivery
of executive development programs. He currently
works part-time as the Co-ordinator of Chaplains for
Churches of Christ in NSW.

		has significant experience and 		
		
qualifications in knowledge and
		learning systems, training design and
delivery. He has designed and conducted numerous
training events and processes. Stephen has successfully
managed major organisational reviews, a range of
complex projects, and structural change processes
both in Australia and overseas.

